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We introduce a concept for electrically controlled heat-flux modulation. A flux contrast larger than 10 dB
is expected with switching time on the order of tens of nanoseconds. Heat-flux modulation is based on the
interplay between radiative heat transfer at the nanoscale and phase-change materials. Such large contrasts are
not obtainable in solids, or in far field. As such, this opens up new horizons for temperature modulation and
actuation at the nanoscale.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.83.201404 PACS number(s): 44.40.+a, 44.05.+e, 64.70.Nd
While ultrafast modulators of light fluxes or electrical
current are standard devices routinely used for information
processing, heat-flux modulators are not easily available.
There is a fundamental reason for this striking difference:
perfectly opaque materials or perfect electrical insulators
exist, but perfect thermal insulators do not. Whereas optical
transmission and electrical resistances can be modulated over
several decades, heat conductivity varies between 200 W m−1
K−1 for good conductors such as aluminum, 0.15 W m−1 K−1
for a poor conductor such as asbestos, and 0.02 W m−1 K−1 for
dilute materials such as air. Yet, controlling heat fluxes could
be of great interest for many purposes. Many material prop-
erties depend on temperature and chemical and biochemical
reactions are very sensitive to temperature, making thermal
energy management a key issue in nanoelectronics. Hence, it
would be extremely interesting to have a device permitting the
opening and closing of a heat transfer channel at a high rate of
speed. Some steps have been taken along this direction. The
concept of a thermal transistor has been introduced recently
in the context of low-temperature physics and it was shown
that the heat flux of a mesoscopic system operating in the
100–500 mK range can be electrically controlled.1 Numerical
simulations of one-dimensional chains of nonlinear oscillators
have been shown to mimic a transistor.2 This work is related
to the nonlinearity at work in thermal rectifiers.2,3 Yet, no
electrically controlled heat transfer modulators operating at
ambient temperature exist so far. Here, we introduce a way
of modulating radiative heat flux. Our method works in high
vacuum at room temperature, and requires only solid-state
materials. We show that modulations larger than 10 dB can be
obtained with a switching time as small as 10 ns.
The working principle is based on the radiative heat
transfer at the nanoscale.4–13 It has recently been demonstrated
that the flux between two plane parallel planes can be
enhanced by orders of magnitude due to the contribution of
evanescent waves.4–7 More specifically, it has been predicted7
and verified experimentally5,6 that the contribution of surface
phonon polaritons increase the flux by more than an order of
magnitude. The mechanism at work in this heat transfer flux is
the dipole-dipole interaction13 so that only the atoms located
very close to the surface contribute to the flux. It follows that
by modifying the properties of a thin layer, the flux can be
dramatically modified.
In order to modulate the heat flux, we build on previous
experience in the field of Casimir forces. Both thermal
transfer and Casimir force depend on the dielectric properties
of the material.4–21 By using phase-change materials (PCM),
modulations of the Casimir force on the order of 25% have
been demonstrated.15 There exists a large dielectric contrast
between the two phases, which has been recently attributed
to a change of bonding on crystallization.22 Phase-change
materials are interesting as they can be switched between
an amorphous and a crystalline state with a switching time
on the order of a few nanoseconds.22–25 We emphasize that
the modulation of the flux is due to an electrically controlled
phase change so that it can be very fast. It is not limited by
the thermal inertia of the system.
In what follows, we introduce the basics of heat transfer at
the nanoscale and the optical and IR properties of PCM. We
then explore the value of the heat flux for different systems
including thin layers of PCM. We propose a gold/glass system
with a thin layer of PCM as a candidate for modulating the
heat transfer. Finally, we discuss a potential application of the
modulator for mechanical actuation.
The calculations are done for planar parallel surfaces. For a
detailed account of the theory, the reader is referred to Refs. 6
and 17–19. The theory is based on the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem that is applied to Maxwell equations augmented with
stochastic sources.12 Here we numerically integrate Eq. (23)
of Ref. 19 to obtain the heat transfer qnet between two surfaces
at temperatures T1 and T2:
q ′′net =
∫ ∞
0
dω
2π
[(w,T1) − (w,T2)]
{∫
q<ω/c
d2q
(2π )2
[ [1 − |R1p(q,ω)|2][1 − |R2p(q,ω)|2]
|1 − ei2γ dR1p(q,ω)R2p(q,ω)|2
]
+
∫
q>ω/c
d2q
(2π )2 e
−2|γ |d
[
Im R1p(q,ω)Im R2p(q,ω)
|1 − e−2|γ |dR1p(q,ω)R2p(q,ω)|2
]
+ [p → s]
}
, (1)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Radiative heat transfer for different gold
surfaces. The inset shows heat transfer normalized for the Palik case,
such that the differences become more visible. The Palik handbook
data is compared to gold films with different thicknesses deposited
on Si. Also, data for a 120-nm-thick annealed film on mica is shown.
The Drude parameters are indicated.
where (ω,T ) = h¯ω/[exp(h¯ω/kbT ) − 1] is the mean energy
of a Planck oscillator at frequency ω in thermal equilibrium
and γ =
√
[(ω/c)2 − q2]. The symbol [p→s] denotes the first
two terms for which the p-polarized reflection coefficients
Rp(q,ω) are replaced by the s-polarized coefficients Rs(q,ω).
The difference (ω,T1) − (ω,T2) can be linearized for
T1 − T2  T1 so that the heat flux can be cast in the form q =
h(T1 − T2) where h is the heat transfer coefficient. Equation (1)
is valid in both near field (q > ω/c) and far field (q < ω/c) as
long as nonlocal effects are neglected, i.e., when distances are
larger than the atomic dimensions for dielectrics (1 nm) or the
Thomas-Fermi screening length for metals.20,21 Equation (1)
depends on the dielectric properties of the surfaces. Dielec-
tric data are obtained for gold,14,27 glasses,16,26 and PCM
surfaces,15 from the far infrared (IR) to the ultraviolet spectral
ranges. Further details can be found in the references.
In what follows, we show how the heat transfer between two
parallel plates depends on the gap width. We will then study
the influence of the dielectric properties of the PCM material.
Figure 1 displays the flux between two gold surfaces. As
shown, the flux is enhanced by three orders of magnitude when
the gap width is reduced from some micrometers to 100 nm.
We have computed the flux for different values of the dielectric
data sets to illustrate the influence of the uncertainty. The
calculations are quite sensitive to the fitted Drude parameters.
For example, in the case of Palik’s handbook27 data, the
measured range was limited to a wavelength of 10 μm. In
this case the Drude model fit gave a much larger relaxation
frequency as compared to the other films for which data was
available up to 33 μm, thus affecting heat transfer calculations
as well. For gold surfaces, the uncertainty on the dielectric
constant reaches 50% in the worst case, for the different gold
samples. Consequently, the variation in radiative heat transfer
for the different samples is about 40% (Fig. 1).
FIG. 2. (Color online) Radiative heat transfer for different glass
surfaces. The lower inset shows heat transfer normalized for one silica
sample, such that the differences become more visible. The upper
inset shows the spectral heat transfer coefficient for the different
types of glass at a distance 10 nm.
For two glass surfaces, we observe an even larger enhance-
ment of the heat flux at short distances (Fig. 2). This is due
to the contribution of surface phonon polaritons. Again, we
study the variation of the heat transfer when accounting for
uncertainty on dielectric data. The variation in heat transfer
is only 5% for the two silica samples. When instead, such as
in Ref. 6, borosilicate or soda-lime glass is used, which may
have a slightly different absorption spectrum (as can be derived
from the upper inset in Fig. 2), the difference in heat transfer
may be 20% as compared to a silica sample. Note here that
for borosilicate glass no absorption spectrum was available for
frequencies below 1014 rad, thus the spectrum for soda-lime
glass was used to cover that range.
We now turn to the heat flux when using PCM materials.
They exhibit a very high dielectric or conductivity contrast
between their amorphous and crystalline states: the crystalline
state behaves like a metal, whereas the amorphous state
behaves more like a dielectric or semiconductor. As an example
we will use a material called AIST, an alloy of silver,
indium, antimony, and tellurium. It is already commercially
used for memory cells. The material can be crystallized or
reamorphized in a few nanoseconds using a current pulse that
heats the material. Heating above the melting temperature
induces a transition phase towards the amorphous state. A
longer heating pulse allows recrystallization. After the pulse,
regardless of the state, the PCM material remains in the same
state for years. Thus the phase of the cell does not depend
on the temperature to a large extent. PCM can currently be
reversibly switched during 107–1012 cycles,24 depending on
the configuration (line cell or ovonic type). The dielectric
function of AIST was measured and analyzed in Ref. 15
for the wavelength range 130 nm to 33 μm by employing
ellipsometry. For the wavelength range above 33 μm a Drude
model was fitted to the crystalline film, whereas the amorphous
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Radiative heat transfer for PCM glass and
PCM gold.
film was modeled like a dielectric (negligible or very low far-IR
absorption). For both phases there may be some uncertainties
in the thermal transfer calculations because we do not know
exactly how these materials absorb in the wavelength range
beyond 33 μm. In any case, these uncertainties will not matter
much since the part of the flux that exists in the range covered
by the ellipsometry measurements between 130 nm and 33 μm
defines 95% of the total heat flux in the case of the amorphous
state, and 70% in the case of the crystalline state.
Radiative heat transfer calculations for these materials are
shown in Fig. 3. The calculations were done for PCM-gold
and PCM-glass surfaces. It is seen that the heat flux strongly
depends on the phase of the PCM. The highest heat transfer
contrast between the two phase states is obtained for the
PCM-gold system. The ratio between the two cases can be
larger than an order of magnitude. Whereas in the glass-PCM
system the net heat transfer is higher, as expected due to the
surface phonon polariton contribution,7 the contrast due to the
phase change is somewhat smaller with a factor of 8 for a gap
width of 10 nm. For both gold and glass, the crystalline state
gives the largest heat transfer at small separations. Interestingly
however, in the case of PCM glass, the situation reverses for
separations larger than 100 nm, where the amorphous state
gives the highest heat transfer. The crossover also exists for
gold but is less visible. This happens due to the fact that
the strong resonances in near field always correspond to a
frequency range where reflection is strong in far field. For
the amorphous state, the reflection coefficient hardly reaches
values close to 1, whereas this is typical for the crystalline
state. In the near field the resonances for the crystalline state
are much stronger than for the amorphous state.
We now examine in more detail the possibility of practical
heat-flux modulation. For PCM to be switched by a current,
it must be protected by a capping layer, usually a glassy
nonconductive material. In order to achieve a rapid switching,
we need to use a thin layer. We report calculations for a thin
layer of PCM deposited on a SiO2 substrate with a 5 nm
SiO2 capping layer. For such multilayer systems, it suffices to
replace the reflection coefficients that go into Eq. (1) (Ref. 19)
FIG. 4. (Color online) Modulation of heat transfer in vacuum
between a gold surface and a switchable PCM (AIST) layer on a
glass substrate protected by a 5 nm glass top layer. Data are shown
for different thicknesses of the PCM material.
with those of the multilayer system. For a glass probe that
hovers above this system the contrast was smaller than 50%.
However, for a gold probe the contrast is found to be as large as
32, as shown in Fig. 4. With a PCM layer of 10 nm thickness,
the heat transfer contrast was still a factor of 5. For such thin
layers the conductivity contrast is conserved and the switching
speed is improved.25
Let us emphasize that the flux can be either positive
or negative. In other words, by increasing the conductance
between a sample and a colder medium, we can remove heat
from the sample. Alternatively, the flux could be modulated
by changing the gap width but this could be done only with
moving pieces and hence, with longer switching times. Note
that typically the thickness of a PCM layer may change by 5%
upon phase transition. For a typical PCM cell with thickness
30 nm this amounts to a change in distance of only 1.5 nm.
This does not severely affect the working of a real device.
Obviously, the phase change also induces a thermal con-
ductivity change in the PCM material. It changes by a factor
of 4,28 which is significant, but almost an order of magnitude
lower than the contrast observed here. However, as PCM is
necessarily deposited on a substrate, one has to take into
account other resistances in series and parallel when evaluating
the overall conductance modulation. Hence, the overall heat
transfer modulation is significantly reduced. In the near-field
configuration, the radiation resistance is in series with the
substrate. Because it is the largest resistance, the modulation
results in a large modulation of the overall resistance.
In summary, we have shown that by combining radiative
heat transfer at the nanoscale with phase-change materials,22–25
heat transfer can be modulated fast with a switching time on
the order of a few nanoseconds. PCM has a proven cyclability
that scales up to 1012 cycles;24 furthermore, the switching
properties remain good for even the smallest cells.25 This
ensures the realization of a practical heat switch. The unique
large thermal conductivity contrast observed here cannot be
obtained in solids or in the far field. As such, this opens up
new ways of fast thermal control of nanoscale devices. For
example, it may be used as a way of controlled cooling at the
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nanoscale, for fast switching thermal transistors, or in ther-
mally activated mechanical systems.29,30 Finally, there may be
further room to enhance the contrast by carefully choosing the
materials.
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